Tips for learning to ride a bike

Safety considerations



Child must always wear a helmet and other protective gear is recommended
Practice on a large flat surface with few obstacles

General tips





If possible, start the child out on a bike that is slightly too small. For learning purposes, the
rider should be able to sit on the saddle with both feet flat on the ground and the knees slightly
bent. Once the child is confident riding independently, only then should you raise the seat in
one inch increments over a period of many weeks.
If possible, start the child on a bike with hand brakes.
Always listen to/acknowledge your child’s fears and allow your child to work within their
comfort zone. Encourage them to challenge themselves.

Options for learning





Training wheels
Running with the child
Using a scooter to teach balance
Save the pedals for last

Training wheels



Pros
o Lower potential for falls at slow speeds
o Allows your child to enjoy riding independently earlier
Cons
o Great potential for wipeouts when a child turns a corner at high speeds (any faster than a
walk) because the bike seat puts the centre of gravity high up over a relatively narrow base
of support
o Braking power of the rear wheel can be reduced if the bike is turning and the weight is
shifted off the rear wheel onto the training wheel
o Slow learning curve for developing balance skills on two wheels

The bike should always have a little bit of lean to it. If both training wheels can touch the ground
at once, there is little weight on the bicycle's rear wheel. This can reduce traction to zero. On
uneven ground, the child may get stuck because the wheel spins. Even worse, the brake may
become useless.
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After the child has become accustomed to pedalling, steering and braking, the training wheels
should be raised slightly, a bit at a time. It is probably better to do this without telling the child,
who may object. The bike will become more and more tippy, and the child will learn to balance
automatically with practice.
It is time to remove the training wheels when:
o your child can pedal continuously with training wheels
o your child can steer and brake around a small obstacle course
o your child can look up while riding

Running with your child


It is best to hold the shoulders – it will give the child body awareness as they feel pressure if they
lean to one side



Holding the saddle or any other part of the bike is less preferable, as the child cannot learn to
correct when they are leaning. It is most important not to hold the handlebars, as that takes all the
control away from the learning child.



Gradually reduce the pressure with which you hold your child. You can let go:
o when the child is not leaning into you
o when the child is pedalling continuously
o when the child can look up while pedalling
o when the child can steer and brake
o your child knows that you will be letting go and they should continue pedalling

Using a scooter to teach balance
Two‐wheeled scooters are a great tool for teaching balance, and a good alternative to training
wheels, especially for a child who has been depending on training wheels too long. A scooter
separates the steering/balancing function from the pedalling function, so the child can concentrate
on learning to balance without the distraction of pedals. An additional advantage of a scooter is
that it is less scary than a bicycle.

Save the pedals for last


For all the steps, it is good to demonstrate…
o Don’t forget your helmet!



On a stationary bike:
o show how to control the bike’s balance by turning your wheel to the right when the bike is
falling to the right and turning the wheel to the left when it is falling to the left
o if all else fails put your feet down – but not before trying to correct the fall
o have your child try – make a game of counting how long they can balance before putting a foot
down



Once it’s clear that your child has the hang of it, encourage your child to make the bike move by
staying seated on the saddle and “walking” the bike with outstretched feet on the ground
o make sure your child is looking up – paying attention to the environment and not their feet
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o allow your child to use feet on the ground to keep from falling
o encourage the use of the hand brakes when stopping
o encourage increasing force and taking longer strides to build up some speed


The next step is for your child to start to ‘run’ on the bike until they have built up enough speed to
bend their knees and lift their feet, allowing the bike to coast for a few moments before putting
their feet back on ground.
o once your child has the hang of doing this with the bike moving quickly, practice doing it slowly
– coasting for longer distances and letting the bike come to a near stop before breaking
o count the number of seconds your child can glide with feet off the ground
o do not progress further until your child indicates they ready or you feel they are competent
with this step
o you’re ready to move onto the next step once your child is able to push and then maintain a 10
second glide without putting their feet down – 5 times in a row



And finally…the pedals!
o Show your child how to position the pedal at an optimum place to get a good push with one
foot and find the pedal with the other foot (the optimum position for the “pushing pedal” is
between the top and the front of the pedal path).
o It helps to begin this step using a small downhill slope. A bit of gravity helps with getting the
hang of pushing off with the feet, getting the feet on the pedals, pedalling, and then riding
with control.

Have fun!
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